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About This Game

80s Inspired Endless Flight Arcade Game.

Fly your spaceship at break-neck speeds through an ever-changing landscape, collecting power-ups as you go!

Features:

- Retro 80s 'Tron' like look and aesthetic.

- Endless Flight Racer.

- Fully Controller Support

- Play in VR

- Has Trading Cards and Achievements
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Title: CYBER JOLT (VR)
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Deceptive Games
Publisher:
Deceptive Games
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970, or AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Sound Card: Compatible Sound Card

English
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Lords of the Realm II is absolute mint... gold... great for medieval lovers and stategry beginers... gets you hooked... gfx not best
old school... battle gfx are the first and must appriacte... but within a few hours your eyes adjust back to the oldways and looks
good again... game is best with country up keep... cannot be beaten still... gamplay was one of the first free movement of
arrmies... you want to play the absolute begining of top strat war games... this is the one.... enjoy... i still play the original disk...
untill i found this today. Decent game for a few hours to kill, wouldnt come back to it but still was a fun time. A very neat RTS
based on the 4X concept, the maps you play on are randomized, but mirrored so both players are starting out in the same
conditions; the basics are very simple, your planets produce fighters and resources, you can send either one fighter around to
scout or send half\/all of the fighter population of a planet to other planets, while the resources are used to cast abilities that help
with defending\/attacking or to improve your economy\/fighter production.

Pros:

  - Short matches(5-10 minutes)
  - Easy to get into, while still offering quite a bit of depth(especially when it comes to judging maps)
  - Very diverse games based on the randomized maps
  - The Developers are very active on their Discord and open to feedback
  - There is a Demo, in all honesty I probably wouldn't have bought the game without trying it first, so that's a big plus to me

Cons:

  - Playerpool, the game is still very young, so right now I'd recommend joining the Discord to get into online matches; if you do
that you should be fine, the people on the discord, including the Developers, are very invested in the game and you'll usually
find someone to play
  - A few small quirks, the biggest being that you can't easily remap your hotkeys right now, personally I don't mind the standard
layout

All in all I'd definitely recommend you get the game, because that gives me more people to play against; and the game is good
too you know.. Good COOP-TPS with a cheesy B-movie style story. Multiplayer was stable and also the deathmatch MP was
good. Recommended.. This game has a ton of potential. Here's a few things I noticed:

-The E key didn't work for weapons, but the A button worked with an Xbox controller.
-Some explosions were missing when firing the rocket launcher.
-There might've been some missing sound FXs.
-The weapons feel okay, but some added muzzle flash would make them feel much better.
-I think the boss was activated too early in most cases, thus I heard constant gun fire and explosions off the screen.

All of this and more can be fixed and improved over time and if it does, it'll be a great game!
As it is now, it's a very solid early access build of the game with a very affordable price tag.

Keep it up! This is shaping up to be a fun game!. Social Life Status: Functioning
Happiness Level: Low
Requesting System Reboot
____Reboot Denied

Initiate PROJECT: Evangile

Terminating Social Life
Raising Joy Meters to Capacity

PROJECT: Evangile Complete
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In all seriousness, the Beard rates this game at a solid 10/10. It warmed my heart and destroyed my social life. I loved every
second of it, and can't wait for W Happiness.

If you're a fan of Virtual Novels, Anime, Manga, or All of the Above, this is a must-have.. A poor Homeworld inspired game.
No voice acting, a limited story and a bad UI.. I INSTALLED THIS GAME, I made a Character then I clicked FULLSCREEN
now it closed up and I uninstalled it then redid it and it is same way

CAN ANYONE HELP OR OR JUST MOVE ON, cause it stays in my library I tried to remove it from there also

Hard to deside if I can recommend it too anyone if I can't play it........... My time with this game has been short and sweet. I
write this review both with praise, and as a caveat. I found this game during the Steam Summer Sale and it did not disappoint in
the traditional sense -- that is, I had a lot of fun in the short time I spent with The Dungeoning.

That being said, let me clarify some things. Despite being a permadeath game, I found the learning curve fairly straightforward
and the deaths in general to not be an issue. I believe I died twice before completing the game, once on the first floor due to just
starting the game with utter inexperience, then again on the fifth floor due to the difficulty curve pushing upwards in creative
manners.

Monsters pay experience (and occasionally coins) and this allows you to level (and potentially buy items from merchants later)
one of four stats: Strength, Defense, Vitality, and Magic. I did not end up using Magic at all in my run with the game and just
focused on raising Stregth and Defense mostly, with a slight nod toward Vitality. There are scrolls you can find in chests that
may boost your stats as well, so that's a nice find.

The character's controls are fairly fluid, though occasionally a bit spastic. The hero moves fairly quickly and the swings they use
have nice range to them. The bow and slingshot both operate nicely and allow for depth in terms of how you approach enemies,
provided you have sufficient ammo (which you will, if you don't stick with just one weapon). Again, I never used magic, so I
have no comment on staves in general. The hero has several "tricks" that you can utilize involving jumps or swings based on
movement input. Also, jumping is a little peculiar but has a nice feel once you get used to it. The hero really does feel pretty
loose when moving about and I must say that for all the times when I had an issue because of a mis-jump or a bump into an
enemy, I never really felt like it was anything short of my mishandling of the controls. I do wish you could drop straight off
ladders or attack while on them, but that's a minor gripe at best.

The enemies are not plentiful by any means, but they are diverse enough to offer a fair challenge throughout the game. There
are no bosses or minibosses. Sorry, folks. In fact, the game ends rather abruptly when you find the item you've wandered into
this lair to search for in the first place. There is a New Game+ mode, but I haven't messed with it yet. From what I gathered, it's
mostly the same fare at a higher difficulty -- which is nice, given that one usually plays procedurally generated dungeon games
for the replay value anyway.

The graphics are pretty bland, though the lighting is nice at times (I actually enjoyed wearing the green glowing ring, which left
a nice green ambient glow around your character that lit up the general area a little better or worse, depending on your
perspective). The sound effects are par for the course. The music is where it's at. Other than a strange lack of music on my last
run through on Floor 2, there were some pretty awesome iterations of music that varied between levels.

I cannot state this enough, but the game is very short -- exploring every secret passage in my last run and killing nearly every
enemy left me at about 90 minutes of playtime. This is a bit disappointing, especially since there are a number of different
background level changes that happen from about Floor 5 onward, so I kinda felt like the game would be made up of blocks of
levels that changed backgrounds and aesthetics to let me know I was making progress; instead, it was simply another
background/level theme change every few levels after Floor 5. I don't know if there is a defined set of levels. If there are, I
finished the game on Floor 16, I believe.

So there is my caveat -- the game is very short, despite being extremely fun. I don't like recommending taking away from a
developer's overall profits, but this game really is too short to be worth almost $10, except for the most committed Rogue-ish
players who want to see as many variants as possible after beating the game. I do not regret my purchase, and would urge anyone
who has an interest in this sort of game to get it when it's on sale, because it is definitely worth it at any sale price. Here's to
hoping the developer goes back and adds more to the game, but it's worth a look either way if it's available on a budget price.
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LockRect failed: D3DERR_DEVICELOST

History: UD3DRenderDevice::ReadPixels <- UD3DRenderDevice::Present <- UGameEngine::UpdateProgress <-
UGameEngine::Draw <- UWindowsViewport::Repaint <- UWindowsClient::Tick <- ClientTick <- UGameEngine::Tick <-
UpdateWorld <- MainLoop

Build: Mar 14 2003 13:26:15

It ran the frist time went back to play it and got this error. Hey, it's cool. Worth the money! had a lot of fun. It can get intense
which for me is fantastic. Highly recommend it, thanks a bunch!. https://youtu.be/a8BrTjjGKes

This turn based RPG offers an interesting take on the death mechanics, allowing players switch bodies (classes) before reviving.
Disappointingly the classes play very similar in the RPGMaker ruts when most special abilities are just 'stronger attack, with
different animation'.

The narrative doesn't respond well to the body changes either or players throwing round after round of bodies at tough enemies,
which drains an interesting mechanic of it's impact.. Really well polished arcade game for the short and casual fun!. Cool. I love
the graphic and charactor custumazation options. It reminds me so much of Princess Maker Series, but you could add more cool
options that Princess Maker Series did not have, like change the charactor's hair style or make up? Or give some option to buy
furnitures of the room, something like that.
. please let someone take over from development. Nothing like coming home after a day spent in meetings looking at graphs and
charts, putting your feet up and... playing a game about graphs and charts. Seriously though, this is a unique platformer with
some interesting mechanics and cool minimalist visual style.. Very challenging
- Lots of interesting gameplay mechanics.
- A lot of replayability
- Amazing soundtrack, which is also included when you buy the game

The only issue is that one of the mechanics is not straight forward. So, after you've tried the first stage for the first time and
failed (which is prolly gonna happen at the first boss), take a minute to read this guide.

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=169062821
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